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Using This Documentation

■
■
■

Overview – Describes how to install OpenStack and deploy OpenStack virtual machines on
Oracle Solaris 11.2 systems.
Audience – Large installation system administrators.
Required knowledge – Solaris network and large system administration. Familiarity with
OpenStack is helpful.

Product Documentation Library
Documentation and resources for this product and related products are available at http://www.
oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=E65465.

Feedback
Provide feedback about this documentation at http://www.oracle.com/goto/docfeedback.

Using This Documentation
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1

C H A P T E R

1

About This Book

This chapter describes the structure of the current document to help you navigate through
its contents. For an overview of OpenStack and Oracle Solaris technologies, see Overview:
OpenStack Components and Oracle Solaris Technologies. See also Planning for an OpenStack
Configuration for planning guidance and requirements to install OpenStack on Oracle Solaris.
This chapter discusses the following topic:
■
■

“Using This Book” on page 9
“Glossary of OpenStack Terms” on page 10

Using This Book
This book primarily covers OpenStack information that is different between Solaris and other
platforms. Features that work the same way on Solaris as on other platforms and operations that
you perform the same way on Solaris as on other platforms generally are not covered in this
book.
Chapter 2, “Installing an Evaluation Configuration” describes how to quickly install OpenStack
on a single Solaris system for evaluation purposes. The complete installation is delivered in a
Unified Archive and most of the configuration is done for you.
Chapter 3, “Installing Across Multiple Systems for a Multi-node Havana OpenStack
Configuration” describes how to install and configure OpenStack on three Solaris systems: a
Controller node, a Network node, and a Compute node.
Chapter 4, “Creating Virtual Machine Instances” provides Solaris-specific information for
creating and using a VM instance. Tasks such as creating tenants and associated users are not
discussed because those tasks are the same on Solaris as on other platforms.
For general information about OpenStack Havana on which OpenStack in this Oracle Solaris
release is based, see the following resources and more on the OpenStack documentation site:
■
■
■

OpenStack Training Guides
End User Guide, including the “OpenStack command-line interface cheat sheet”
Admin User Guide

Chapter 1 • About This Book
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■
■
■

Command-Line Interface Reference
Configuration Reference
Cloud Administrator Guide

See also “Known Limitations” on page 71 for additional information that can affect
OpenStack installation.
For more information about Solaris, see the Oracle Solaris 11.2 Information Library. For more
information about OpenStack on Solaris, see OpenStack for Oracle Solaris 11.

Glossary of OpenStack Terms
In the OpenStack community, different terms sometimes have the same meaning. For example,
a virtual machine in the cloud can be called a server, instance, or compute VM. An OpenStack
functional part such as compute or networking can be called a module, component, or service.
In OpenStack, the term project and tenant are used interchangeably. This document uses the
following terms:
service

An OpenStack service such as Nova or Compute service.

SMF service

A Solaris service such as svc:/application/openstack/nova/novacompute:default. Phrases such as “enable the service” refer to SMF
services.

node

A system that hosts OpenStack services. For example, a Controller node
hosts Keystone, Glance, and Horizon services.

project

In Oracle Solaris zones, a project is a network-wide administrative
identifier for related work. In this document, however, the term is used
according to OpenStack definition, which is a logical grouping of users
within the Compute module. The project defines quotas and access to
VM images.

VM instance

A virtual machine in the cloud. A VM instance is a running VM, or a
VM in a known state such as suspended, that can be used like a hardware
server.

zone

Technology in Oracle Solaris for virtualizing the operating system and
providing isolated and secure environments to run applications. The term
can also refer to the virtualized environment itself. In Oracle Solaris,
OpenStack's compute virtualization is built on zones technology.

For additional explanations of OpenStack terms, refer to http://docs.openstack.org/
glossary/content/glossary.html.

10
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2

C H A P T E R

2

Installing an Evaluation Configuration

For evaluation purposes, you can install OpenStack on a single Oracle Solaris system. This type
of OpenStack installation is also called a single-node installation.
For a description of a multi-node OpenStack installation, see Chapter 3, “Installing Across
Multiple Systems for a Multi-node Havana OpenStack Configuration”.
This chapter describes how to install a single node by using a Unified Archive, and how to
easily create VM instances by using a browser interface. This chapter covers the following
topics:
■
■

“Deploying the OpenStack Unified Archive” on page 11
“Using the OpenStack Dashboard” on page 18

Deploying the OpenStack Unified Archive
The Unified Archives download page provides the option of downloading only the Oracle
Solaris archive or Oracle Solaris with OpenStack archive.
The Oracle Solaris archive with OpenStack installs both the operating system and all of the
OpenStack services.
The Oracle Solaris OpenStack Unified Archive provides the following features:
■
■
■
■

OpenStack services that are mostly preconfigured, decreasing the amount of configuration
work that you need to perform
Scripts that automate additional configuration that needs to be performed
Solaris system templates
A Glance image store preloaded with two images: a non-global zone and a kernel zone

You can deploy the OpenStack Unified Archive on either a bare-metal system or a kernel zone.
See “Installing the Single System” on page 12 for options.

Chapter 2 • Installing an Evaluation Configuration
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Downloading the Image File
Use the following procedure to download a single image file that provides both the Oracle
Solaris OS and OpenStack.

How to Download the Image File
1.

In an Internet browser, go to the Unified Archives download page.

2.

Read the license agreement and click the Accept button.

3.

Download the appropriate file for the type of installation you plan to perform.
■

■

Download the Unified Archive file for your system architecture.
Use this file to perform one of the following types of installations:
■

Use this .uar file as an argument to the zoneadm install command to directly install
a kernel zone.

■

Reference this .uar file in an AI install manifest to perform an AI install using an AI
install service.

■

Use this .uar file to create AI bootable media.

Download the USB boot image file for your system architecture.
Use this usb file to install the Unified Archive from bootable media.

4.

Verify the integrity of the downloaded file.
Click the MD5 checksums link. Run the following digest command, and compare the output
with the appropriate checksum from the checksums file:
$ digest -a md5 file

Installing the Single System
This section describes how to install the single system OpenStack evaluation configuration.
The first three methods described install on bare metal. The fourth method installs into a kernel
zone.
■
■
■

12

“How to Install Using the Downloaded USB File” on page 13
“How to Install Using the Unified Archive File and an AI Install Service” on page 14
“How to Install Using AI Bootable Media Created from the Unified Archive
File” on page 15
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■

“How to Install into a Kernel Zone Using the Havana Unified Archive File” on page 16

How to Install Using the Downloaded USB File
This procedure describes how to install Oracle Solaris and OpenStack on bare metal by using
the downloaded USB file. This method does not require an AI server and is the most direct
method for bare metal installations.
1.

Download the USB file for your target system architecture.
See “How to Download the Image File” on page 12.

2.

Transfer the USB file to a USB flash drive.
■

Using the usbcopy command.
If you have access to an Oracle Solaris 11.2 system, use the usbcopy utility. See the
usbcopy(1M) man page.
You must use the usbcopy command from Oracle Solaris 11.2. You cannot use usbcopy
from an earlier version of Solaris.

■

Using the dd command.
If you do not have access to an Oracle Solaris 11.2 system, you can use the dd command.
Be extremely careful that you correctly identify the proper disk (flash drive) when using
dd.
■

On Oracle Solaris 11:
a

Disable the HAL service.
# svcadm disable -t hal

b

Insert the flash drive and locate the appropriate device.
# rmformat

c

Copy the image.
# dd if=/path/image.usb of=/dev/rdsk/device bs=16k

d

Enable the HAL service.
# svcadm enable hal

■

On Linux:

Chapter 2 • Installing an Evaluation Configuration
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a

Insert the flash drive and locate the appropriate device.
# dmesg | tail

b

Copy the image.
# dd if=/path/image.usb of=/dev/diskN bs=16k

■

On MacOSX:
a

Identify the drive, /dev/diskN, where N is the disk number.
# diskutil list
# diskutil unmountDisk /dev/diskN

b

Copy the image.
# dd if=/path/image.usb of=/dev/diskN bs=16k

3.

Insert the flash drive into the system and boot from USB.
The System Configuration Interactive (SCI) Tool is displayed. If you do not see the SCI Tool,
press the Enter key or press Ctrl-L to redraw the screen.

How to Install Using the Unified Archive File and an AI Install
Service
This procedure describes how to install Oracle Solaris and OpenStack on bare metal by using
the downloaded Unified Archive file and AI.
1.

Download the Unified Archive file for your target system architecture.
See “How to Download the Image File” on page 12.

2.

Create an AI manifest.
On your Oracle Solaris AI install server, copy and modify the file /usr/share/auto_install/
manifest/default_archive.xml according to your AI setup. In the ARCHIVE software section,
specify the location of the downloaded .uar file.

3.

Set up an AI install service.
Set up an AI install service using the AI manifest from the previous step. See Part III,
“Installing Using an Install Server,” in Installing Oracle Solaris 11.2 Systems.

4.

Boot the system over the network.
ok boot net -install

14
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5.

After the installation is completed, reboot the system.
The SCI Tool is displayed to configure the system. If you do not see the SCI Tool, press the
Enter key or press Ctrl-L to redraw the screen.

How to Install Using AI Bootable Media Created from the
Unified Archive File
This procedure describes how to install Oracle Solaris 11.2 and OpenStack on bare metal by
creating a bootable AI image. A bootable USB image is created from the downloaded Unified
Archive file. See Chapter 5, “Automated Installations That Boot From Media” in Installing
Oracle Solaris 11.2 Systems for more information about this method.
1.

Download the Unified Archive file for your target system architecture.
See “How to Download the Image File” on page 12.

2.

Create the AI USB from the Unified Archive file.
# archiveadm create-media -s http://pkg.oracle.com/solaris/release \

-f usb -o /workdir/usb-filename \
/workdir/uar-file

where workdir is the location where you downloaded the Unified Archive file. The AI USB file
will be created in the same directory.
3.

Transfer the USB file to a USB flash drive.
■
■

If you downloaded the USB file to an Oracle Solaris 11.2 system, use the usbcopy
command.
If you downloaded the USB file to a system whose Oracle Solaris OS is previous to Oracle
Solaris 11.2, use the dd command as follows:
1. Disable the HAL service.
# svcadm disable -t hal

2. Insert the flash drive and locate the appropriate device.
# rmformat

3. Copy the image to the flash drive.
# dd if=/path/image.usb of=/dev/rdsk/device bs=16k

4. Enable the HAL service.
# svcadm enable hal

4.

Review the default AI manifest.
Chapter 2 • Installing an Evaluation Configuration
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You can use the default manifest or create a custom manifest. If you create a custom manifest,
store the custom manifest in a location that is reachable by the system being installed.
5.

Insert the USB flash drive into the system and boot from USB.
You are prompted to use the default AI manifest or provide the location of the custom manifest.
The SCI Tool is displayed to configure the system. If you do not see the SCI Tool, press the
Enter key or press Ctrl-L to redraw the screen.

How to Install into a Kernel Zone Using the Havana Unified
Archive File
This procedure describes how to install Oracle Solaris 11.2 and Havana OpenStack directly into
a kernel zone by using the downloaded Unified Archive file.
Before You Begin

1.

Make sure the system that will host the kernel zone satisfies the virtualization requirements. See
Planning for an OpenStack Configuration.
Download the Unified Archive file for your target system architecture.
See “How to Download the Image File” on page 12.

2.

Create a kernel zone.
# zonecfg -z OpenStackKZ create -t SYSsolaris-kz

3.

Configure the kernel zone.
Ensure your kernel zone has enough virtual CPUs, RAM, storage, and MAC addresses. Nonglobal zones created inside the kernel zone will be able to consume these extra MAC addresses
automatically.
The following example configures the zone with 8 virtual CPUs, a limit of 8 GB of physical
memory, and automatic MAC address assignment. See the zonecfg(1M) man page for
descriptions of configurable resources.
# zonecfg -z OpenStackKZ
zonecfg:OpenStackKZ> add virtual-cpu
zonecfg:OpenStackKZ:virtual-cpu> set ncpus=8
zonecfg:OpenStackKZ:virtual-cpu> end
zonecfg:OpenStackKZ> select capped-memory
zonecfg:OpenStackKZ:capped-memory> set physical=8g
zonecfg:OpenStackKZ:capped-memory> end
zonecfg:OpenStackKZ> select anet id=0
zonecfg:OpenStackKZ:anet> add mac
zonecfg:OpenStackKZ:anet:mac> set mac-address=auto
zonecfg:OpenStackKZ:anet:mac> end
zonecfg:OpenStackKZ:anet> end

16
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zonecfg:OpenStackKZ> exit

4.

Check your configuration.
# zonecfg -z OpenStackKZ info

5.

Install the kernel zone.
The following example shows installing the x86 version of the .uar file.
# zoneadm -z OpenStackKZ install -a /path/uar-file

where uar-file is the Oracle Solaris 11.2 with Havana OpenStack archive.
6.

Boot the zone.
# zoneadm -z OpenStackKZ boot

7.

Log into the zone console to complete the configuration.
# zlogin -C OpenStackKZ

The SCI Tool is displayed to configure the system. If you do not see the SCI Tool, press the
Enter key or press Ctrl-L to redraw the screen.
8.

Make sure the kernel zone has an IP address.
The Unified Archive expects a DHCP server to assign an IP address to the kernel zone. If you
are using DHCP, make sure a MAC address is assigned to the kernel zone. Selecting Automatic
on the network page of the SCI Tool in the previous step should result in a MAC address being
assigned. If you are not using DHCP, make sure to assign an IPv4 address to the kernel zone.
The IP address is important because no system repositories currently exist for kernel zones.
With an IP address, the kernel zone can connect to an IPS package repository if required.

Configuring the Elastic Virtual Switch
After installation completes and the system is rebooted, you must configure the Elastic Virtual
Switch (EVS). EVS enables you to create, configure, and monitor virtual switches that span
physical servers and connects VMs that are part of the same EVS. For more information about
EVS, refer to Chapter 5, “About Elastic Virtual Switches” in Managing Network Virtualization
and Network Resources in Oracle Solaris 11.2.
A script is provided to automate EVS configuration. Run the script using the following
command:
# /usr/demo/openstack/configure_evs.py

This script performs the following configuration:

Chapter 2 • Installing an Evaluation Configuration
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■

■
■
■

Creates Secure Shell (SSH) keys for all required users such as the root, evsuser, and
neutron UNIX users and appends those public keys to the /var/user/evsuser/.ssh/
authorized_keys file for the evsuser user.
Configures EVS.
Enables the neutron-server:default and neutron-dhcp-agent:default SMF services.
Specifies which virtual LAN technology to use (VLAN or VXLAN) and the corresponding
IDs or segments.

Using the OpenStack Dashboard
After completing the installation and post-installation configuration tasks for OpenStack, log
in to the OpenStack dashboard to view the available resources and to create and boot a VM
instance.

How to Access the OpenStack Dashboard
1.

Log in to any system that can connect to the OpenStack system.

2.

Configure your browser.

3.

a.

Enable JavaScript.

b.

Keep cookies.

In the location or address field of the browser, enter the following location:
http://system/horizon/

The system is either the name or the IP address of the OpenStack system where the OpenStack
Unified Archive was installed and which is running the Horizon OpenStack service under the
Apache web server.
If you installed the Unified Archive on a kernel zone, then the OpenStack system is the kernel
zone, and system is the name or IP address of the kernel zone.
4.

Provide the following information on the login screen:
■

User name: admin

■

Password: secrete

Functions available in the dashboard depend on the access permissions, or roles, of the user you
are logged in as.

18
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Exploring the Dashboard
When you log in as the cloud administrator, the window contains a panel on the left side of the
screen with two tabs: Project and Admin. The Admin panel is the default cloud administrator
view. The selections on the Admin panel provide the following functionality:
■
■

An overall view of the Nova instances and Cinder volumes in use within the cloud
The ability to view and edit the flavor definitions that define VM instance characteristics
such as the following:
■
■
■

The number of virtual CPUs
The amount of memory
The disk space assigned

The brand of the underlying Solaris zone: solaris for non-global zones and solariskz for kernel zones
The ability to create virtual networks and routers for use by cloud administrators
The ability to view and edit projects by grouping and isolating ownership of virtual
computing resources
The ability to view and edit users, which are the persons or services that use the cloud
resources
■

■
■
■

FIGURE 1

OpenStack Dashboard Admin Overview Window

Chapter 2 • Installing an Evaluation Configuration
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If you installed OpenStack as described in “Installing the Single System” on page 12, your
OpenStack system is preconfigured with the following resources:
■

Two images: Solaris Non-global Zone and Solaris Kernel Zone

■

Two projects: demo and service
Ten flavors

■

The following figure shows the images.
FIGURE 2

Images Screen in the OpenStack Dashboard

The following figure shows the projects, also known as tenants.

20

■

The demo tenant is the default tenant. By default, the demo tenant is created with a single
user, admin, as a member.

■

The service tenant is a tenant that is used by the cloud administrator to create resources
that will be shared across multiple tenants. For example, in the examples and scenarios
in the document, the Neutron router is created in the service tenant so that the router is
shared by all the tenants. You must not use the service tenant for any other purpose in your
OpenStack setup. OpenStack services communicate with each other by means of servicespecific users, who all have the admin role are part of the service tenant.
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FIGURE 3

Projects Screen in the OpenStack Dashboard

The following figure shows the flavors. See “Displaying Information About
Flavors” on page 63 for a text list of flavors.
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FIGURE 4

Flavors Screen in the OpenStack Dashboard

Creating and Booting a VM Instance
Use the Project panel in the dashboard to create a VM instance.

How to Create a VM Instance by Using the Dashboard
Before You Begin

Make sure you have an SSH keypair. See “How to Create an SSH Keypair” on page 26.
Make sure you have an external network defined. See “Configuring the Neutron L3
Agent” on page 53.
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1.

Click the Project tab on the panel on the left side of the dashboard.
The project the user is currently using is shown at the top of that panel. By default, the admin
user in this OpenStack configuration is using the demo project.

2.

In the Manage Compute section of the panel, click Instances.

3.

On the right side of the Instances panel, click the Launch Instance button.
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The following Launch Instance dialog box is displayed that enables you to specify the name of
the new VM instance and select the flavor and image type of the instance.
FIGURE 5

Launch Instance Dialog Box

4.

In the Instance Name field, enter a name for the new VM instance.

5.

Select a flavor from the Flavor drop down list.
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If this OpenStack system is a kernel zone and not a bare-metal system, then you must select a
non-global zone flavor.
6.

Under Instance Boot Source, select Boot from image.
An Image Name selection is displayed. Select the image that is the same type of zone as the
flavor you selected. Both the flavor and the image must be for either a solaris non-global zone
or a solaris-kz kernel zone. If this OpenStack system is a kernel zone and not a bare-metal
system, then you must select a non-global zone image.
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FIGURE 6

7.

Launch Instance Dialog with Selections

Click the Access & Security tab in the dialog box.
Select which SSH keypair to install in the new VM instance.

8.

Click the Networking tab in the dialog box.
Select the network where the new VM instance should be attached.
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9.

Click the Launch button at the bottom of the dialog box.
The new VM instance is created, installed, and booted.
The time required for a new instance to be made available depends on several factors including
the size of the image, the resources provided in the flavor, and where OpenStack has placed the
root file system of the new VM instance.

10.

Associate a floating IP address with the new VM instance.
You can do these steps while the new VM instance is installing. The VM instance must have an
associated floating IP address so that users can log into it.
a.

Click the Associate Floating IP button in the Actions column.
The Manage Floating IP Associations dialog opens.

b.

Select an address from the IP Address drop-down menu.
If the IP Address field displays a message that no IP addresses are available, click the +
button. See “How to Associate a Floating IP Address with a Project” on page 27.

Next Steps

c.

Select an associated port.
The ports list shows the fixed IP addresses of the VM instances.

d.

Click the Associate button at the bottom of the dialog box.

■
■
■
■
■

Click Instances and click the name of the instance to view detailed information about the
instance and view the console log of the instance. Reload the page to view log updates.
Click Volumes to view Cinder volumes that have been created.
Click Network Topology to view a representation of the cloud network including all subnet
segments, virtual routers, and active instances.
Click Images & Snapshots to view the Unified Archives that have been uploaded into the
Glance image store.
When the new VM instance has finished installing and reached the Active status, log in to
the instance. The following command logs in to the zone as root using the key from Step 7
and the floating IP address from Step 10:
# ssh root@floating-ip-address

How to Create an SSH Keypair
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1.

Click the Project tab on the panel on the left side of the dashboard.

2.

In the Manage Compute section of the panel, click Access & Security.

3.

Click the Keypairs tab.
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4.

Click the Create Keypair button.
The Create Keypair dialog opens.

5.

Enter a name for the keypair in the Keypair Name field in the dialog.

6.

Click the Create Keypair button in the dialog.
The new keypair should download automatically.
If the new keypair does not download automatically, click the provided Download keypair link.
The new keypair should be listed in the Keypairs tab of the Access & Security panel.

How to Create a Network for a Tenant
1.

Click the Project tab on the panel on the left side of the dashboard.

2.

In the Manage Network section of the panel, click Networks.

3.

Click the Create Network button.
The Create Network dialog opens.

4.

On the Network tab, enter a name for the network in the Name field.

5.

Provide the information requested on the Subnet and Subnet Details tabs.

6.

Click the Create button at the bottom of the dialog box.
The new network and subnet should be listed in the Networks panel.

How to Associate a Floating IP Address with a Project
1.

Click the Project tab on the panel on the left side of the dashboard.

2.

In the Manage Compute section of the panel, click Access & Security.

3.

Click the Floating IPs tab.

4.

Click the Allocate IP To Project button.
The Allocate Floating IP dialog opens.

5.

From the drop-down menu in the dialog, select a pool from which to allocate the
floating IP.

6.

Click the Allocate IP button in the dialog.
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C H A P T E R

3

Installing Across Multiple Systems for a Multinode Havana OpenStack Configuration

This chapter describes how to install a multi-node OpenStack configuration. Each cloud needs
only one dashboard instance, one image store, and one identity service. Each cloud can have
any number of storage and compute instances. In a production environment, these services
are configured across multiple nodes. Evaluate each component with respect to your needs for
a particular cloud deployment to determine whether that component should be installed on a
separate node and how many of that type of node you need.
This chapter describes an architecture that is deployed on separate physical systems. To
partition a single Oracle SPARC server and configure multi-node OpenStack on the server
running OVM Server for SPARC (LDoms), see Multi-node Solaris 11.2 OpenStack on SPARC
Servers.

Three-Node Architecture Overview
The architecture described in this chapter is deployed on the following three systems:
■

■
■

Controller node. The Controller node is where most of the shared OpenStack services and
other tools run. The Controller node supplies API, scheduling, and other shared services for
the cloud. The Controller node has the dashboard, the image store, and the identity service.
Additionally, Nova compute management service as well as the Neutron server are also
configured in this node.
Network node. The Network node provides virtual networking and networking services to
Nova instances using the Neutron Layer 3 and DHCP network services.
Compute node. The Compute node is where the VM instances (Nova compute instances) are
installed. The VM instances use iSCSI targets provisioned by the Cinder volume service.

In this architecture, the three nodes share a common subnet called the management subnet. The
Controller node and each compute node share a separate common subnet called the data subnet.
Each system is attached to the management network through its net0 physical interface. The
Network node and Compute node are attached to the data network through their net1 physical
interfaces.
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The following figure shows a high-level view of the architecture described in this chapter.
FIGURE 7

Three-Node Configuration Reference Architecture

The following table shows which SMF services related to OpenStack are installed in each
node. The list shows the smallest part of the name of each SMF service that you can use with
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commands such as the svcadm command. The instance name of the SMF service is listed only if
the name would be ambiguous without the instance name.
SMF Services Installed in the Controller, Network, and Compute Nodes

TABLE 1
Controller Node

Network Node

Compute Node

mysql

neutron-dhcp-agent

nova-compute

rabbitmq

neutron-l3-agent

ntp

keystone

evs-controller

cinder-api

ntp

cinder-db
cinder-db
cinder-scheduler
cinder-volume:default
cinder-volume:setup
glance-api
glance-db
glance-registry
glance-scrubber
neutron-server
evs
nova-api-ec2
nova-api-osapi-compute
nova-cert
nova-conductor
nova-objectstore
nova-scheduler
http
ntp
heat-api
heat-db
heat-api-cfn
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Controller Node

Network Node

Compute Node

heat-api-cloudwatch
heat-engine

This example architecture does not show the Swift object storage service. For general
information about configuring Swift, see information on the OpenStack community site such as
the OpenStack Configuration Reference. For information about how to configure Swift services
on Solaris systems, and for other information about OpenStack on Solaris, see OpenStack for
Oracle Solaris 11.
For a list of OpenStack configuration parameters that are useful for OpenStack deployments
on Oracle Solaris systems, see “Common Configuration Parameters for OpenStack” in Getting
Started with OpenStack on Oracle Solaris 11.2.
To prepare for the implementation of the sample three-node OpenStack configuration, make
sure that you have the following information:
■
■
■
■

IP address and host name of the controller node.
IP address and host name of the network node.
IP address and host name of the compute node.
Passwords for the different service users as required.

For the sample configuration, the names of the three nodes are controller, network, and
compute1.

Configuring the Controller Node
The Controller node has one dashboard service, one image store, and one identity service. This
node also includes MySQL, RabbitMQ, and compute, block storage, and networking services.
To better manage memory use between ZFS and applications in Oracle Solaris 11, set the
usr_reserve_hint_pct parameter on the node, as shown in the following example:
# echo "set user_reserve_hint_pct=80" >>/etc/system.d/site:kernel-zones-reserve
# reboot

where site can refer to your company.
You should set this parameter on the different OpenStack nodes as well.
For more information about this parameter, log in to your MOS account in https://support.
oracle.com and review Document 1663862.1, Memory Management Between ZFS and
Applications in Oracle Solaris 11.2.
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Communication between OpenStack services is performed over Advanced Message Queuing
Protocol (AMQP). In Solaris, AMQP is implemented by RabbitMQ. RabbitMQ is a required
service. Generally, a single node in the cloud is configured to run RabbitMQ. In this
architecture, RabbitMQ is configured to run on the Controller node.

How to Configure the Controller Node
1.

(Optional) Install and configure NTP.
See “Installing Network Time Protocol” on page 34.

2.

(Optional) Install and configure MySQL.
See “Installing MySQL” on page 35.

3.

Install RabbitMQ.
a.

Install the RabbitMQ package.
controller# pkg install rabbitmq

b.

Enable the RabbitMQ SMF service.
controller# svcadm enable rabbitmq

4.

Install and configure Keystone.
See “Installing Keystone” on page 36.

5.

Install and configure Cinder.
See “Installing Cinder” on page 38.

6.

Install and configure Glance.
See “Installing Glance” on page 43.

7.

Install and configure Neutron.
See “Installing and Configuring Neutron on the Controller Node” on page 44.

8.

Install and configure Nova.
See “Installing Nova” on page 45.

9.

Configure Horizon.
See “How to Configure Horizon” on page 46.
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Installing Network Time Protocol
Installing Network Time Protocol (NTP) is optional but strongly recommended. If you install
NTP, install it on each service node in your cloud deployment.
NTP helps ensure a consistent time of day across all of the service nodes in the cloud. If you
enable NTP in a network, configure the service nodes to obtain their time over the network.
■
■

If IP multicast is enabled on the IP subnets on which the service nodes reside, you can
leverage IP multicast to configure NTP.
If IP multicast is not enabled on the IP subnets on which the service nodes reside, configure
NTP manually.

How to Install and Configure Network Time Protocol
1.

Install the NTP package.
controller# pkg install ntp

2.

Install the configuration file.
controller# cp /etc/inet/ntp.client /etc/inet/ntp.conf

3.

Configure NTP.
Configuration that is necessary depends on whether IP multicast is enabled on the subnets of the
node.
■

If IP multicast is enabled, no additional configuration is necessary.

■

IP multicast is not enabled, configure the host names or IP addresses of
existing NTP servers:
a.

Comment out the multicastclient option in the /etc/inet/ntp.conf file.
# multicastclient 224.0.1.1

b.

Uncomment one or more of the server options in the /etc/inet/ntp.conf
file:
server ntp_server_1 iburst
server ntp_server_2 iburst

4.

Enable the NTP server SMF service.
controller# svcadm enable ntp
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Installing MySQL
Many OpenStack services maintain a database to keep track of critical resources, usage, and
other information. By default, individual SQLite databases are specified for this purpose and are
useful for the single-node configuration. For multi-node configurations, a MySQL database is
recommended for storing this information.

How to Install a MySQL Database
1.

Determine the primary name associated with the Controller node.
Use the primary IP address of the Controller node to determine the primary name associated
with that node.
controller# getent hosts controller-IP
controller-IP controller-name

2.

Install the MySQL server package.
controller# pkg install mysql-55

3.

Install the MySQL client package.
controller# pkg install mysql-55/client

4.

Enable the MySQL server SMF service.
controller# svcadm enable mysql:version_55

5.

Set the MySQL server root password.
controller# mysqladmin -u root password MySQL-root-password

6.

Configure the MySQL server.
Create the tables that will be used by OpenStack. Grant privileges to the services on the
Controller node in order to provide exclusive access to these databases. Use the controller-name
that was output by the previous getent hosts command.
controller# mysql -u root -p
Enter password: MySQL-root-password
mysql> create database cinder;
mysql> grant all privileges on cinder.* \
-> to 'cinder'@'controller-name' \
-> identified by 'cinder';
mysql> create database glance;
mysql> grant all privileges on glance.* \
-> to 'glance'@’controller-name’ \
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-> identified by 'glance';
mysql> create database keystone;
mysql> grant all privileges on keystone.* \
-> to 'keystone'@’controller-name’ \
-> identified by 'keystone';
mysql> create database nova;
mysql> grant all privileges on nova.* \
-> to 'nova'@’controller-name’ \
-> identified by 'nova';
mysql> flush privileges;
mysql> quit

7.

Install the MySQL Python client library package.
controller# pkg install python-mysql

Installing Keystone
The Keystone service should be installed and configured on the Controller node.

How to Install and Configure Keystone
1.

Install the Keystone package.
controller# pkg install keystone

2.

Modify the Keystone configuration file.
Uncomment and set the following two parameters in the /etc/keystone/keystone.conf file.
a.

Set the admin_token parameter.
The admin_token parameter is a “shared secret” between Keystone and other OpenStack
services. The value of this parameter can be any string of characters, but this value should
not be revealed or distributed. One way to create such a string is to use OpenSSL as shown
in the following command:
controller# openssl rand -hex 10
random_string

Use this output value to set the admin_token parameter in the /etc/keystone/
keystone.conf file.
admin_token = random_string

b.
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Set the connection parameter.
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The connection parameter is a URI that represents the location of the Keystone database
and the kind of database that is used.
Use the controller-name that was output by the previous getent hosts command to set
the connection parameter in the /etc/keystone/keystone.conf file.
connection = mysql://keystone:keystone@controller-name/keystone

3.

Generate Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) tokens.
controller# su - keystone -c "keystone-manage pki_setup"

4.

Enable the Keystone SMF service.
controller# svcadm enable keystone

5.

Populate the Keystone database.
This step can be done manually or you can use the sample_data.sh script as shown in the
following example. Use the controller-name that was output by the previous getent hosts
command.
controller# su - keystone -c "env \

CONTROLLER_ADMIN_ADDRESS=controller-name \
CONTROLLER_INTERNAL_ADDRESS=controller-name \
CONTROLLER_PUBLIC_ADDRESS=controller-name \
/usr/demo/openstack/keystone/sample_data.sh"

The sample_data.sh script supports environment variables that define the node where each
API service resides and the password for each service. Review the script for more information
about parameters that can be set from the environment. By default, a Keystone user is created
for each service under the service tenant, with a password that is the same as the user name.
For example, a nova user is created with password nova.

Installing and Configuring Heat
Heat is OpenStack's orchestration engine that enables you to deploy cloud applications based on
templates that you create. You install Heat on the same node as Keystone.

How to Configure Heat
Before You Begin

1.

You must configure Keystone first as described in the “How to Install and Configure Keystone”
before performing this task.
Install the Heat package.
controller# pkg install heat
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2.

Run the Heat setup script.
# /usr/demo/openstack/keystone/heat-keystone-setup

3.

Edit /etc/heat/api-past.ini by updating the following information in the file.
# Auth middleware that validates token against keystone
[filter:authtoken]
paste.filter_factory = heat.common.auth_token:filter_factory
auth_uri = http://controller-IP:5000/v2.0
identity_uri = http://controller-IP:35357
admin_tenant_name = keystone
admin_user = heat
admin_password = heat-password

4.

Enable the heat service.
# svcadm enable -rs heat-api heat-db heat-engine heat-api-cfn heat-api-cloudwatch

Installing Cinder
The Cinder configuration must specify at least the following information:
■
■

Authorization information to authenticate with Keystone.
The class of volumes to be created.

How to Install and Configure Cinder
1.

Install the Cinder package.
controller# pkg install cinder

2.

Specify authentication configuration information.
Uncomment and set the following parameters in the /etc/cinder/api-paste.ini file. These
parameters specify the location of the Keystone API service and the Cinder authentication
information.
auth_uri = http://controller-name:5000/v2.0
identity_uri = http://controller-name:35357
admin_tenant_name = service
admin_user = cinder
admin_password = cinder-password

3.

Specify the classes of volumes that the Cinder volume service should create.
In the /etc/cinder/cinder.conf file, uncomment the appropriate volume_driver parameter.
The following four classes of volumes are supported:
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ZFSVolumeDriver

Supports creation of local volumes for use by Nova on the same node as the Cinder volume
service.
ZFSISCSIDriver

Supports creation and export of iSCSI targets for use by remote Nova compute nodes.
ZFSFCDriver

Supports creation and export of Fibre Channel LUNs for use by remote Nova compute
nodes.
ZFSSAISCSIDriver

Supports creation and export of iSCSI targets from a remote Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance
for use by remote Nova compute nodes. Additional parameters for this driver must be set in
the /etc/cinder/cinder.conf file.
In the example described in this chapter, iSCSI is used to provide volumes for use by Nova
instances. Comment out the default selection of ZFSVolumeDriver, and uncomment the
ZFSISCSIDriver selection.
# Driver to use for volume creation (string value)
# The local ZFS driver provides direct access to ZFS volumes that it
# creates. The other listed drivers provide access to ZFS volumes via
# iSCSI or Fibre Channel and are suitable for cases where block storage
# for Nova compute instances is shared.
#volume_driver=cinder.volume.drivers.solaris.zfs.ZFSVolumeDriver
volume_driver=cinder.volume.drivers.solaris.zfs.ZFSISCSIDriver
#volume_driver=cinder.volume.drivers.solaris.zfs.ZFSFCDriver
#volume_driver=cinder.volume.drivers.zfssa.zfssaiscsi.ZFSSAISCSIDriver

4.

Set additional configuration parameters.
Uncomment and set the following parameters in the /etc/cinder/cinder.conf file. These
parameters specify the location of the Glance API service, the corresponding database for
Cinder, and the RabbitMQ service.
glance_host=controller-name
sql_connection=mysql://cinder:cinder@controller-name/cinder
rabbit_host=controller-name
volume_driver=cinder.volume.drivers.solaris.zfs.ZFSISCSIDriver

5.

If iSCSI targets will be configured, enable the corresponding SMF services.
controller# svcadm enable iscsi/target stmf

6.

Enable the Cinder SMF services.
controller# svcadm enable cinder-db
controller# svcadm enable cinder-api cinder-scheduler
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controller# svcadm enable cinder-volume:default cinder-volume:setup
See Also

See also How to Build OpenStack Block Storage on ZFS.

How to Configure the ZFS Storage Appliance iSCSI Cinder
Driver
The Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance iSCSI Cinder driver enables the Oracle ZFS Storage
Appliance (ZFSSA) to be used seamlessly as a block storage resource for Cinder. The driver
provides the ability to create iSCSI volumes that can be allocated by a Cinder server to any
virtual machine instantiated by the Nova service. The driver is delivered by the cloud/
openstack/cinder package. Your appliance must be running at least ZFSSA software release
2013.1.2.0.
Before You Begin

1.

Configure a pool on the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance. You can choose to use a preexisting
pool.
Run the workflow cinder.akwf.
You can either use an existing user or create a new user with role authorizations for performing
Cinder driver operations.
The cinder.akwf workflow performs the following tasks:
■
■
■

Creates the user if the user does not exist.
Sets role authorizations for performing Cinder driver operations.
Enables the RESTful service if the service is currently disabled.

You can run the workflow from the Command Line Interface (CLI) or from the Browser User
Interface (BUI) of your appliance.
■

Run the workflow from the CLI.
zfssa:maintenance workflows> download
zfssa:maintenance workflows download (uncommitted)> show
Properties:
url = (unset)
user = (unset)
password = (unset)
zfssa:maintenance workflows download (uncommitted)> set url="url to the cinder.akwf

file"
url = "url to the cinder.akwf file"
zfssa:maintenance workflows download (uncommitted)> commit
Transferred 2.64K of 2.64K (100%) ... done
zfssa:maintenance workflows> ls
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Properties:
showhidden = false
Workflows:
WORKFLOW
NAME
OWNER SETID ORIGIN
VERSION
workflow-000 Clear locks
root false Oracle Corporation
1.0.0
workflow-001 Configuration for OpenStack Cinder Driver root false Oracle Corporation
1.0.0
zfssa:maintenance workflows> select workflow-001
zfssa:maintenance workflow-001 execute (uncommitted)> set name=openstack
name = openstack
zfssa:maintenance workflow-001 execute (uncommitted)> set password=openstack-password
password = ********
zfssa:maintenance workflow-001 execute (uncommitted)> commit
User openstack created.

■

Run the workflow from the BUI.
a.

Select Maintenance → Workflows, and use the plus icon to upload a new
workflow.

b.

Click the Browse button, and select the cinder.akwf file.

c.

Click the UPLOAD button to finish uploading the workflow.

d.

Click on the new row that appears on the BUI Workflows page to run the
Cinder driver workflow.
The workflow prompts for a user name and password. This user name and
password will also be used in the cinder.conf file as zfssa_auth_user and
zfssa_auth_password.

2.

Set parameters in the cinder.conf file.
Specify the following required properties in the cinder.conf file:
■

volume_driver – Make sure cinder.volume.drivers.zfssa.zfssaiscsi.
ZFSSAISCSIDriver is uncommented. Make sure the other three selections are commented
out.

■

zfssa_host – The name or IP address of the ZFSSA management host.

■

zfssa_auth_user – The user name of the Cinder user on the ZFSSA.

■

zfssa_auth_password – The password of the Cinder user on the ZFSSA.

■

zfssa_pool – The pool to be used to allocate volumes.
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■

zfssa_target_portal – The ZFSSA iSCSI target portal (data-ip:port). The default port
is 3260.

■

zfssa_project – The name of the ZFSSA project. If the project does not exist on the
appliance, a project with that name is created by the driver at startup time. This project
contains all the volumes created by the driver. Additional ZFSSA properties are provided
for setting up volume characteristics (for example, block size) and access (for example,
initiators, targets, security).

■

zfssa_initiator_group – The name of the initiator group. If the initiator group does not
exist on the appliance, an initiator group with that name is created by the driver at startup
time. If you want to use the default initiator group, set the value of this parameter to
default. The default initiator group can be useful for evaluation purposes. The default
initiator group should not normally be used because it can result in exposure of the volumes
to unwanted or conflicting initiators.

■

zfssa_target_interfaces – The ZFSSA iSCSI target network interfaces. Use the
following command to see the interfaces:
zfssa:configuration net interfaces> show
Interfaces:
INTERFACE STATE CLASS LINKS
ADDRS
LABEL
e1000g0 up
ip
e1000g0 1.10.20.30/24 Untitled Interface

■

connection – Change connection to sql_connection.
Locate the following line:
connection=mysql://cinder:cinder...

Modify this line as shown below:
sql_connection=mysql://cinder:cinder...

3.

Ensure the ZFSSA iSCSI service is online.
If the ZFSSA iSCSI service is not online, use either the BUI or the CLI in the appliance to
enable it. The following example shows using the CLI in the appliance:
zfssa:> configuration services iscsi
zfssa:configuration services iscsi> enable
zfssa:configuration services iscsi> show
Properties:
<status> = online
...

4.

Enable the Cinder volume SMF services.
controller# svcadm enable cinder-volume:default cinder-volume:setup
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Installing Glance
As with the Cinder configuration, setting up Glance will require configuring some
authentication information as well as information on the location of the MySQL and RabbitMQ
services.

How to Install and Configure Glance
1.

Install the Glance package.
controller# pkg install glance

2.

Set Glance configuration parameters.
Uncomment and set the following parameters in each of the following files:
■

/etc/glance/glance-api.conf

■

/etc/glance/glance-cache.conf

■

/etc/glance/glance-registry.conf

■

/etc/glance/glance-scrubber.conf

auth_uri = http://controller-name:5000/v2.0
identity_uri = http://controller-name:35357
admin_tenant_name = service
admin_user = glance-password
admin_password = glance

3.

Specify the URI of the MySQL database.
In both of the files /etc/glance/glance-api.conf and /etc/glance/glance-registry.conf,
specify the URI of the MySQL database:
connection=mysql://glance:glance@controller-name/glance

4.

Specify the location of the RabbitMQ service.
In /etc/glance/glance-api.conf, set the location of the RabbitMQ service.
rabbit_host = controller-name

5.

Enable the Glance SMF services.
controller# svcadm enable glance-db
controller# svcadm enable glance-api glance-registry glance-scrubber
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Installing and Configuring Neutron on the
Controller Node
In the architecture described in this chapter, the Neutron API service runs on the Controller
node. To enable this service to communicate with the EVS controller installed on the Network
node, public SSH keys for the for the Controller's neutron user must be deposited on the
Network node's evsuser user's authorized_keys file.

How to Install and Configure Neutron
1.

Install the Neutron package.
controller# pkg install neutron

2.

Create an SSH public key on the Controller node for the neutron user.
This key will enable the Neutron API service to access the EVS controller.
Use the ssh-keygen command as the neutron user, and create the key for the neutron user.
controller# su - neutron \

-c "ssh-keygen -N '' -f /var/lib/neutron/.ssh/id_rsa -t rsa"
3.

Copy the key to the EVS controller node.
Copy the SSH public key generated in the previous step, /var/lib/neutron/.ssh/id_rsa.pub,
to the node where the EVS controller is running. This key is referenced when you configure the
EVS controller.

4.

Set parameters in the Neutron configuration file.
Specify Keystone authentication information and the location of the RabbitMQ service. In the
/etc/neutron/neutron.conf file, uncomment and set the following parameters:
rabbit_host = controller-name
auth_uri = http://controller-name:5000/v2.0
identity_uri = http://controller-name:35357
admin_tenant_name = service
admin_user = neutron
admin_password = neutron-password

5.

Specify the location of the EVS controller.
a.

Get the location of the EVS controller.
Use the IP address of the Network node with the getent hosts command to get the name
of the Network node:
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network# getent hosts network-IP
network-IP network-name

b.

Set the location of the EVS controller.
In the /etc/neutron/plugins/evs/evs_plugin.ini file, uncomment or set the following
parameters. Use the output from the getent hosts command to set the location of the
EVS controller:
evs_controller = ssh://evsuser@network-name
sql_connection = path-to-database

6.

Enable the Neutron server service.
controller# svcadm enable neutron-server

Installing Nova
The Nova configuration on the Controller node also requires configuring the usual
authentication and other service information.

How to Install and Configure Nova
1.

Install the Nova package.
controller# pkg install nova

2.

Specify authentication configuration information.
Uncomment and set the following parameters in the /etc/nova/api-paste.ini file. These
parameters specify the location of the Keystone API service and the Nova authentication
information.
auth_uri = http://controller-name:5000/v2.0
identity_uri = http://controller-name:35357
admin_tenant_name = service
admin_user = nova
admin_password = nova-password

3.

Set additional configuration parameters.
Uncomment and set the following parameters in the /etc/nova/nova.conf file. These
parameters specify additional Keystone authentication service endpoints, the Glance API
service, the Neutron API service, the RabbitMQ service, and the database URI for the database
specific to Nova.
keystone_ec2_url=http://controller-name:5000/v2.0/ec2tokens
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glance_host=controller-name
neutron_url=http://controller-name:9696
neutron_admin_username=neutron
neutron_admin_password=neutron-password
neutron_admin_tenant_name=service
neutron_admin_auth_url=http://controller-name:5000/v2.0
rabbit_host=controller-name
connection=mysql://nova:nova@controller-name/nova

4.

Enable the Nova SMF services.
controller# svcadm enable nova-conductor
controller# svcadm enable nova-api-ec2 nova-api-osapi-compute \

nova-cert nova-conductor nova-objectstore nova-scheduler

How to Configure Horizon
1.

Install the Horizon package.
horizon# pkg install horizon

2.

Generate certificates for use by Horizon.
The following commands generate self-signed certificates for use by Horizon and copy the
OpenStack dashboard configuration file to the Apache configuration file directory. For more
information about creating self-signed certificates, see the Apache SSL/TLS Strong Encryption:
FAQ.
controller# DASHBOARD=/etc/openstack_dashboard
controller# openssl req -new -x509 -nodes \

-out horizon.crt -keyout horizon.key
controller# mv horizon.crt horizon.key ${DASHBOARD}
controller# chmod 0600 ${DASHBOARD}/horizon.*
controller# sed \
-e "/SSLCertificateFile/s:/path.*:${DASHBOARD}/horizon.crt:" \
-e "/SSLCACertificateFile/d" \
-e "/SSLCertificateKeyFile/s:/path.*:${DASHBOARD}/horizon.key:" \
< /etc/apache2/2.2/samples-conf.d/openstack-dashboard-tls.conf \
> /etc/apache2/2.2/conf.d/openstack-dashboard-tls.conf
3.

In the ~/conf.d/openstack-dashboard-tls.conf file, specify the site address and
server name of the Horizon package to the following parameters:
RedirectPermanent=site-address
ServerName=server-name

Note - In the current sample three-node configuration, the two parameters would specify the

controller node system.
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4.

Perform one of the following operations to read the new configuration file:
■

If the Apache service is disabled, enable it.
controller# svcadm enable apache22

■

If the Apache service is online, restart it.
controller# svcs apache22
STATE
STIME
FMRI
online
Jul_07 svc:/network/http:apache22
controller# svcadm restart apache22

Configuring the Compute Node
The Compute node is where VM instances are installed. You probably want many compute
nodes for your cloud.
To better manage memory use between ZFS and applications in Oracle Solaris 11, set the
usr_reserve_hint_pct parameter on the node, as shown in the following example:
# echo "set user_reserve_hint_pct=80" >>/etc/system.d/site:kernel-zones-reserve
# reboot

where site can refer to your company.
You should set this parameter on the different OpenStack nodes as well.
For more information about this parameter, log in to your MOS account in https://support.
oracle.com and review Document 1663862.1, Memory Management Between ZFS and
Applications in Oracle Solaris 11.2.

How to Configure the Compute Node
1.

(Optional) Install and configure NTP.
See “Installing Network Time Protocol” on page 34.

2.

Install the Nova package.
compute1# pkg install nova

3.

Restart the Remote Access Daemon (RAD).
Nova uses RAD to communicate with the Oracle Solaris Zones framework.
compute1# svcadm restart rad:local
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4.

Specify authentication configuration information.
Uncomment and set the following parameters in the /etc/nova/api-paste.ini file. These
parameters specify the location of the Keystone API service and the Nova authentication
information.
auth_uri = http://controller-name:5000/v2.0
identity_uri = http://controller-name:35357
admin_tenant_name = service
admin_user = nova
admin_password = nova-password

5.

Configure authentication and database parameters as well as relevant services.
Uncomment and set the following parameters in the /etc/nova/nova.conf file. These
parameters specify additional Keystone authentication service endpoints, the Glance API
service, the Neutron API service, the RabbitMQ service, and the database URI for the database
specific to Nova.
keystone_ec2_url=http://controller-name:5000/v2.0/ec2tokens
glance_host=controller-name
neutron_url=http://controller-name:9696
neutron_admin_username=neutron
neutron_admin_password=neutron-password
neutron_admin_tenant_name=service
neutron_admin_auth_url=http://controller-name:5000/v2.0
rabbit_host=controller-name
connection=mysql://nova:nova@controller-name/nova

6.

Install the EVS package on the Compute node.
# pkg install evs

7.

Create an SSH public key on the Compute node for the root user.
This key will enable the Solaris Zones framework to access the EVS controller.
Use the ssh-keygen command as the root user, and create the key for the root user.
compute1# su - root -c "ssh-keygen -N '' -f /root/.ssh/id_rsa -t rsa"

8.

Copy the key to the EVS controller node.
Copy the SSH public key generated in the previous step, /root/.ssh/id_rsa.pub, to the node
where the EVS controller is running, which is the Network node in this configuration. This key
will be referenced when configuring the EVS controller on the Network node.
After this step, you can register Glance images. See “Creating an Image” on page 67 and
“Adding an Image to the Image Store” on page 68.

9.

Enable the Nova compute service.
compute1# svcadm enable nova-compute
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Configuring the Network Node
Configuring the Network node requires configuring both the Elastic Virtual Switch (EVS) and
the Neutron DHCP agent. You can optionally configure the Neutron Layer 3 (L3) agent.
EVS forms the back end for OpenStack networking, and facilitates communication between
VM instances, either using VLANs or VXLANs. The VM instances can be on the same
Compute node or across multiple Compute nodes. For more information about EVS, refer to
Chapter 5, “About Elastic Virtual Switches” in Managing Network Virtualization and Network
Resources in Oracle Solaris 11.2.
When you configure the Network node, make sure that you copy the evsuser's SSH public keys
to each of the evsuser's authorized_keys file in the Compute node and the Network node.
Refer to the following image that shows the distribution of the SSH public keys. The image
assumes that multiple Compute nodes have been configured.
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FIGURE 8

EVS Controller SSH Key Distribution

To better manage memory use between ZFS and applications in Oracle Solaris 11, set the
usr_reserve_hint_pct parameter on the node, as shown in the following example:
# echo "set user_reserve_hint_pct=80" >>/etc/system.d/site:kernel-zones-reserve
# reboot

where site can refer to your company.
You should set this parameter on the different OpenStack nodes as well.
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For more information about this parameter, log in to your MOS account in https://support.
oracle.com and review Document 1663862.1, Memory Management Between ZFS and
Applications in Oracle Solaris 11.2.

How to Configure the Network Node
1.

(Optional) Install and configure NTP.
See “Installing Network Time Protocol” on page 34.

2.

Install the Neutron package.
network# pkg install neutron

3.

Create SSH public keys on the Network node for the neutron and evsuser users.
network# su - neutron \

-c "ssh-keygen -N '' -f /var/lib/neutron/.ssh/id_rsa -t rsa"
network# su - neutron \

-c "ssh-keygen -N '' -f /var/lib/neutron/.ssh/id_rsa -t rsa"
4.

Combine key files into the EVS authorized keys file.
Combine the SSH public keys previously created from the Controller and Compute nodes with
these two new keys and concatenate the combination to the authorized keys file for evsuser.
network# cat \

/path-to-neutron@controller/id_rsa.pub \
/path-to-root@compute1/id_rsa.pub \
/var/lib/neutron/.ssh/id_rsa.pub \
/var/user/evsuser/.ssh/id_rsa.pub \
>> /var/user/evsuser/.ssh/authorized_keys
5.

Copy the evsuser's SSH public key /var/user/evsuser/.ssh/id_rsa.pub to each of
the Compute node's and Network node's evsuser authorized_keys file.
Refer to Figure 8 for an overview of the distribution of the evsuser's SSH public key in the
context of the overall cloud configuration.

6.

Verify that SSH connectivity is working correctly.
Use the ssh command to connect to the EVS controller, and answer yes when prompted for
each connection. Perform this step on each node in the OpenStack architecture.
controller# su - neutron -c "ssh evsuser@network-name whoami"
compute1# su - root -c "ssh evsuser@network-name whoami"
network# su - neutron -c "ssh evsuser@network-name whoami"
network# su - root -c "ssh evsuser@network-name whoami"
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7.

Install the EVS controller package.
network# pkg install rad-evs-controller

8.

Restart RAD.
network# svcadm restart rad:local

9.

Configure the EVS controller.
Decide whether the virtual network on which the Nova instances will communicate is a VLAN
or a VXLAN. The example below performs the following VLAN configuration:
■
■

A VLAN with an ID of 13 is configured for an external network that is used to connect
outside the cloud.
The VLAN ID range of 1000-2000 is configured for subnets created by EVS.

network#
network#
network#
network#
network#

10.

evsadm
evsadm
evsadm
evsadm
evsadm

set-prop -p controller=ssh://evsuser@network-name
set-controlprop -p l2-type=vlan
set-controlprop -p uplink-port=net1
set-controlprop -p vlan-range=13,1000-2000

Configure authentication parameters and the location of the RabbitMQ service.
Uncomment and set the following parameters in the /etc/neutron/neutron.conf file. These
parameters specify additional Keystone authentication service endpoints, the Glance API
service, the Neutron API service, the RabbitMQ service, and the database URI for the database
specific to Neutron.
[keystone_authtoken]
signing_dir = /var/lib/neutron/keystone-signing
auth_host = 127.0.0.1
auth_port = 35357
auth_protocol = http
auth_uri = http://controller-IP:5000/v2.0
admin_tenant_name = service
admin_user = neutron
admin_password = neutron-password
identity_uri = http://controller-IP:35357
.
[DEFAULT]
core_plugin = neutron.plugins.evs.plugin.EVSNeutronPluginV2
allow_overlapping_ips = False
quotas]
quota_driver = neutron.plugins.evs.db.quotas_db.EVSDbQuotaDriver

11.

Configure the Neutron DHCP agent.
Uncomment and set the following parameter in the /etc/neutron/dhcp_agent.ini file to
specify the location of the EVS controller.
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evs_controller = ssh://evsuser@network-name

12.

(Optional) Specify the default domain to use to resolve DNS requests by Nova
instances.
In the /etc/neutron/dhcp_agent.ini file, uncomment and set the dhcp_domain parameter to
the default domain to use to resolve DNS requests by Nova instances.

13.

Enable the DHCP agent.
network# svcadm enable neutron-dhcp-agent

14.

Configure the Neutron L3 agent.
This step is optional but strongly recommended.

Configuring the Neutron L3 Agent
This section shows how to create a virtual network that represents an external network. On this
virtual network, DHCP is not used. Instead, floating IP addresses are created. These floating IP
addresses are assigned to a particular tenant and can be assigned to Nova VM instances for their
use by users under that tenant. The Neutron L3 agent automatically creates one-to-one NAT
mappings between addresses assigned to Nova instances and the floating IP addresses.
The Oracle Solaris 11.2 implementation of OpenStack Neutron supports a provider router with
private networks deployment model. In this deployment model, each tenant can have one or
more private networks and all the tenant networks share the same router. The data administrator
creates, owns, and manages the router. The router is not visible in the network topology view
of the tenant. Because there is only a single router, tenant networks cannot use overlapping IP
addresses. The administrator creates the private networks on behalf of tenants.
By default, the router in this model prevents routing between private networks that are part
of the same tenant: VM instances within one private network cannot communicate with VM
instances in another private network, even though they are all part of the same tenant. To
change this behavior, set allow_forwarding_between_networks to True in the /etc/neutron/
l3_agent.ini configuration file and restart the neutron-l3-agent SMF service.
The router in this model provides connectivity to the outside world for the tenant VM instances.
The router performs bidirectional NAT on the interface that connects the router to the external
network. Tenants create as many floating IPs (public IPs) as they need or as are allowed by
the floating IP quota and then associate these floating IPs with the VM instances that require
outside connectivity.
The following figure depicts the Oracle Solaris 11.2 Neutron deployment model. A description
of the figure follows the figure.
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FIGURE 9

Provider Router with Private Networks Model

In the model shown in the preceding figure, each tenant has two internal networks and two VM
instances.
Tenant A

■
■
■
■

Tenant B

■
■
■
■

HR network with subnet 192.168.100.0/24 and gateway
192.168.100.1
ENG network with subnet 192.168.101.0/24 and gateway
192.168.101.1
VM1 connected to HR with a fixed IP address of 192.168.100.3
VM2 connected to ENG with a fixed IP address of 192.168.101.3
IT network with subnet 192.168.102.0/24 and gateway 192.168.102.1
ACCT network with subnet 192.168.103.0/24 and gateway
192.168.103.1
VM3 connected to IT with a fixed IP address of 192.168.102.3
VM4 connected to ACCT with a fixed IP address of 192.168.103.3

The bidirectional NAT table is configured as shown in the following table.
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Floating IP

192.168.100.3

10.134.13.40

192.168.101.3

10.134.13.9
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All the gateway interfaces are instantiated on the node that is running the neutron-l3-agent
SMF service. Though a cloud can have many Neutron instances, you need only one neutronl3-agent per cloud.
The external network is a provider network that is associated with the subnet 10.134.13.0/24,
which is reachable from outside. Tenants will create floating IP addresses from this network
and associate them to their VM instances. VM1 and VM2 have floating IPs 10.134.13.40 and
10.134.13.9 associated with them respectively. VM1 and VM2 are reachable from the outside
world through these IP addresses.
The following diagram shows how these tenant resources are configured in a Network node and
two Compute nodes. Descriptions of some of the features shown on the figure follow the figure.
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FIGURE 10
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VNIC

Virtual network interface.

l3e...

The L3 agent created a VNIC on the external (“e”) network where
bidirectional NAT occurs.

l3i...

The L3 agent created a VNIC on the internal (“i”) network that has the
default gateway IP address.

The following list shows how IP addresses will be used in this example configuration.
10.134.13.1

Default gateway
10.134.13.2 - 10.134.13.7

IP addresses set aside for exposing OpenStack APIs (such as Nova, Cinder, Glance) to
tenants
10.134.13.9 - 10.134.13.254

Floating IP addresses for the tenant VM instances

How to Configure the Neutron L3 Agent
This procedure shows how to use the service tenant to create a router, an external network, and
an external subnet that will be used by all of the tenants in the data center.
This procedure is performed by the data center administrator. You must use the command line
to configure the shared single router and associate networks and subnets from different tenants
because the OpenStack dashboard enables you to manage the resources of only one tenant at a
time.
Refer to Figure 10 as you perform the following steps.
Before You Begin

1.

You must complete the configuration of internal networks before you perform this procedure.
Enable Solaris IP filter functionality.
network# svcadm enable ipfilter

2.

Enable IP forwarding on the entire host.
network# ipadm set-prop -p forwarding=on ipv4
network# ipadm set-prop -p forwarding=on ipv6

3.

Ensure that EVS is configured correctly and has the VLAN ID required for the
external network.
In the following example, the VLAN ID and range values are based on the EVS configuration
completed in Step 9.
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network# evsadm show-controlprop
PROPERTY
PERM
VALUE
l2-type
rw
vlan
vlan-range rw
13,1000-2000

4.

-p vlan-range,l2-type
DEFAULT
vlan
--

HOST
---

Ensure that the service tenant exists.
network# keystone tenant-list

5.

Create the provider router.
The provider router is created as the OpenStack neutron user under the service tenant.
Note the UUID (id) of the new router. You will use this in the next step.
network# export OS_USERNAME=neutron
network# export OS_PASSWORD=neutron-password
network# export OS_TENANT_NAME=service
network# export OS_AUTH_URL=http://controller-name:5000/v2.0
network# neutron router-create provider_router
Created a new router:
+-----------------------+--------------------------------------+
| Field
| Value
|
+-----------------------+--------------------------------------+
| admin_state_up
| True
|
| external_gateway_info |
|
| id
| 181543df-40d1-4514-ea77-fddd78c389ff |
| name
| provider_router
|
| status
| ACTIVE
|
| tenant_id
| f164220cb02465db929ce520869895fa
|
+-----------------------+--------------------------------------+

6.

Update the L3 agent configuration file.
Update the value of router_id in the /etc/neutron/l3_agent.ini file, using the router UUID
(id) from the previous step.
router_id = 181543df-40d1-4514-ea77-fddd78c389ff

7.

Enable the neutron-l3-agent SMF service.
network# svcadm enable neutron-l3-agent

8.

Create an external network.
The virtual network is created as the OpenStack neutron user under the service tenant.
network# neutron net-create --provider:network_type=vlan \

--provider:segmentation_id=13 --router:external=true external_network
Created a new network:
+--------------------------+--------------------------------------+
| Field
| Value
|
+--------------------------+--------------------------------------+
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| admin_state_up
| True
|
| id
| f67f0d72-0ddf-11e4-9d95-e1f29f417e2f |
| name
| external_network
|
| provider:network_type
| vlan
|
| provider:segmentation_id | 13
|
| router:external
| True
|
| shared
| False
|
| status
| ACTIVE
|
| subnets
|
|
| tenant_id
| f164220cb02465db929ce520869895fa
|
+--------------------------+--------------------------------------+

9.

Associate a subnet to the external network.
Create an associated subnet network for the external network, specifying that DHCP is disabled
and that the subnet will be used for external routing. Specify a routable IP subnet from where
the floating IP addresses will be assigned. In this example, the subnet is associated with VLAN
ID 13.
network# neutron subnet-create

--enable-dhcp=False \
--allocation-pool start=10.134.13.8,end=10.134.13.254 \
--name external_subnet external_network 10.134.13.0/24
Created a new subnet:
+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+
| Field
| Value
|
+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+
| allocation_pools | {"start": "10.134.13.8", "end": "10.134.13.254"} |
| cidr
| 10.134.13.0/24
|
| dns_nameservers |
|
| enable_dhcp
| False
|
| gateway_ip
| 10.134.13.1
|
| host_routes
|
|
| id
| 5d9c8958-0de0-11e4-9d96-e1f29f417e2f
|
| ip_version
| 4
|
| name
| external_subnet
|
| network_id
| f67f0d72-0ddf-11e4-9d95-e1f29f417e2f
|
| tenant_id
| f164220cb02465db929ce520869895fa
|
+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

10.

Add the external network to the router.
In the following command, the first UUID is the provider_router UUID, and the second
UUID is the external_network UUID.
network# neutron router-gateway-set \

181543df-40d1-4514-ea77-fddd78c389ff \
f67f0d72-0ddf-11e4-9d95-e1f29f417e2f
Set gateway for router 181543df-40d1-4514-ea77-fddd78c389ff
network# neutron router-list -c name -c external_gateway_info
+-----------------+--------------------------------------------------------+
| name
| external_gateway_info
|
+-----------------+--------------------------------------------------------+
| provider_router | {"network_id": "f67f0d72-0ddf-11e4-9d95-e1f29f417e2f"} |
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+-----------------+--------------------------------------------------------+

11.

Add the private networks of the tenant to the router.
The networks shown by the neutron net-list command were previously configured.
network# keystone tenant-list
+----------------------------------+---------+---------+
|
id
| name | enabled |
+----------------------------------+---------+---------+
| 511d4cb9ef6c40beadc3a664c20dc354 | demo | True |
| f164220cb02465db929ce520869895fa | service | True |
+----------------------------------+---------+---------+
network# neutron net-list --tenant-id=511d4cb9ef6c40beadc3a664c20dc354
+-------------------------------+------+------------------------------+
| id
| name | subnets
|
+-------------------------------+------+------------------------------+
| c0c15e0a-0def-11e4-9d9f| HR | c0c53066-0def-11e4-9da0|
| e1f29f417e2f
|
| e1f29f417e2f 192.168.100.0/24|
| ce64b430-0def-11e4-9da2| ENG | ce693ac8-0def-11e4-9da3|
| e1f29f417e2f
|
| e1f29f417e2f 192.168.101.0/24|
+-------------------------------+------+------------------------------+

In the following command, the first UUID is the provider_router UUID, and the second
UUID is the HR subnet UUID.
network# neutron router-interface-add

\

181543df-40d1-4514-ea77-fddd78c389ff \
c0c53066-0def-11e4-9da0-e1f29f417e2f

(HR subnet UUID)
Added interface 7843841e-0e08-11e4-9da5-e1f29f417e2f to router 181543df-40d1-4514-ea77fddd78c389ff.

In the following command, the first UUID is the provider_router UUID, and the second
UUID is the ENG subnet UUID.
network# neutron router-interface-add \

181543df-40d1-4514-ea77-fddd78c389ff \
ce693ac8-0def-11e4-9da3-e1f29f417e2f
Added interface 89289b8e-0e08-11e4-9da6-e1f29f417e2f to router 181543df-40d1-4514-ea77fddd78c389ff.
See Also

■
■

“How to Observe the L3 Agent Configuration” on page 61
“Known Limitations” on page 71

How to Create and Associate Floating IP Addresses as a
Tenant User
This procedure is performed by a tenant user using the OpenStack Horizon dashboard.
1.
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Log into the OpenStack Dashboard.
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Log in as described in “How to Access the OpenStack Dashboard” on page 18, using the
credentials of the tenant user.
2.

Select Project → Access & Security → Floating IPs.

3.

Select external_network.

4.

Click the Allocate IP button.
The Floating IPs tab shows that the floating IP address 10.134.13.9 is allocated.

5.

Click the Associate button.

6.

Select the port of the VM instance from the pull-down menu.
The Project → Instances window shows that the floating IP address is associated with the VM
instance.
If you had selected a keypair (SSH Public Key) while launching a VM instance, then that SSH
key would be added into the authorized_keys file for the root user in the VM instance.

7.

Log into the running VM instance.
global# ssh root@10.134.13.9
Last login: Fri Jul 18 00:37:39 2014 from 10.132.146.13
Oracle Corporation
SunOS 5.11
11.2
June 2014
root@host-192-168-101-3:~# uname -a
SunOS host-192-168-101-3 5.11 11.2 i86pc i386 i86pc
root@host-192-168-101-3:~# zoneadm list -cv
ID NAME
STATUS
PATH
BRAND
IP
2 instance-00000001 running
/
solaris
excl
root@host-192-168-101-3:~# ipadm
NAME
CLASS/TYPE STATE
UNDER
ADDR
lo0
loopback ok
--lo0/v4
static
ok
-127.0.0.1/8
lo0/v6
static
ok
-::1/128
net0
ip
ok
--net0/dhcp
inherited ok
-192.168.101.3/24

How to Observe the L3 Agent Configuration
You can use IP filter commands such as ipf, ippool, and ipnat and networking commands
such as dladm and ipadm to observe and troubleshoot the configuration done by neturon-l3agent.
1.

Show VNICs created by neutron-l3-agent.
network# dladm show-vnic
LINK
OVER

SPEED MACADDRESS

MACADDRTYPE VIDS
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l3i7843841e_0_0
l3i89289b8e_0_0
l3ed527f842_0_0

2.

net1
net1
net0

2:8:20:42:ed:22
2:8:20:7d:87:12
2:8:20:9:98:3e

fixed
fixed
fixed

200
201
0

Show IP addresses created by neutron-l3-agent.
network# ipadm
NAME
l3ed527f842_0_0
l3ed527f842_0_0/v4
l3ed527f842_0_0/v4a
l3i7843841e_0_0
l3i7843841e_0_0/v4
l3i89289b8e_0_0
l3i89289b8e_0_0/v4

3.

1000
1000
100

CLASS/TYPE
ip
static
static
ip
static
ip
static

STATE
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok

UNDER
--------

ADDR
-10.134.13.8/24
10.134.13.9/32
-192.168.100.1/24
-192.168.101.1/24

Show IP filter rules.
network# ipfstat -io
empty list for ipfilter(out)
block in quick on l3i7843841e_0_0 from 192.168.100.0/24 to pool/4386082
block in quick on l3i89289b8e_0_0 from 192.168.101.0/24 to pool/8226578
network# ippool -l
table role = ipf type = tree number = 8226578
{ 192.168.100.0/24; };
table role = ipf type = tree number = 4386082
{ 192.168.101.0/24; };

4.

Show IP NAT rules.
network# ipnat -l
List of active MAP/Redirect filters:
bimap l3ed527f842_0_0 192.168.101.3/32 -> 10.134.13.9/32
List of active sessions:
BIMAP 192.168.101.3 22 <- -> 10.134.13.9 22 [10.132.146.13 36405]
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Creating Virtual Machine Instances

This chapter describes how to provision virtual machine instances (VM instances) in the
OpenStack cloud. Each VM instance belongs to a tenant. Users can create and work in one
or more VM instances in one or more tenants. For general information about creating and
managing OpenStack VM instances, see the OpenStack End User Guide.
To create a VM instance, you need a flavor and an image. This chapter discusses the following
topics:
■
■
■

“Managing Flavors” on page 63
“Managing Images” on page 66
“Creating a VM Instance” on page 69

You might want to create a file where you set environment variables for OpenStack commands
to use. If you do not set environment variables, you will need to specify options in each
command. See the OpenStack Command-Line Interface Reference for more information.

Managing Flavors
A flavor is a VM instance type, or virtual hardware template. A flavor specifies a set of
virtual machine resources such as the number of virtual CPUs, the amount of memory, and
the disk space assigned to a VM instance. On Solaris, the flavor also includes the brand of the
underlying zone: solaris for non-global zones and solaris-kz for kernel zones. An example
of an instance flavor is a kernel zone with 16 virtual CPUs and 16384 MB of RAM.
For general information about flavors, see the “Flavors” section in the OpenStack Cloud
Administrator Guide.

Displaying Information About Flavors
The nova flavor-list command displays the list of available flavors. You will use
the name or ID of the flavor when you create a VM instance. To include the extra-
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specs on the flavor list, specify the --extra-specs option with the nova flavor-list
command. For more information about the extra_specs value, see “Modifying Flavor
Specifications” on page 65.
In the following example, the RXTX_Factor and Is_Public columns are elided from the output
to save space. See the OpenStack Command-Line Interface Reference for information about
these columns.
$ nova flavor-list
+----+-----------------------------+-----------+------+-----------+------+-------+
| ID | Name
| Memory_MB | Disk | Ephemeral | Swap | VCPUs |
+----+-----------------------------+-----------+------+-----------+------+-------+
| 1 | Oracle Solaris
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
| kernel zone - tiny
| 2048
| 10 | 0
|
| 1
|
| 10 | Oracle Solaris
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
| non-global zone - xlarge | 16384
| 80 | 0
|
| 32
|
| 2 | Oracle Solaris
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
| kernel zone - small
| 4096
| 20 | 0
|
| 4
|
| 3 | Oracle Solaris
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
| kernel zone - medium
| 8192
| 40 | 0
|
| 8
|
| 4 | Oracle Solaris
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
| kernel zone - large
| 16384
| 40 | 0
|
| 16
|
| 5 | Oracle Solaris
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
| kernel zone - xlarge
| 32768
| 80 | 0
|
| 32
|
| 6 | Oracle Solaris
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
| non-global zone - tiny
| 2048
| 10 | 0
|
| 1
|
| 7 | Oracle Solaris
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
| non-global zone - small
| 3072
| 20 | 0
|
| 4
|
| 8 | Oracle Solaris
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
| non-global zone - medium | 4096
| 40 | 0
|
| 8
|
| 9 | Oracle Solaris
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
| non-global zone - large
| 8192
| 40 | 0
|
| 16
|
+----+-----------------------------+-----------+------+-----------+------+-------+

The following commands show detailed information about the specified flavor. The first version
of the command specifies the flavor name, and the second version specifies the flavor ID. The
output is identical for both of these commands.
$ nova flavor-show 'Oracle Solaris kernel zone - large'
$ nova flavor-show 4
+----------------------------+------------------------------------+
| Property
| Value
|
+----------------------------+------------------------------------+
| name
| Oracle Solaris kernel zone - large |
| ram
| 16384
|
| OS-FLV-DISABLED:disabled | False
|
| vcpus
| 16
|
| extra_specs
| {u'zonecfg:brand': u'solaris-kz'} |
| swap
|
|
| os-flavor-access:is_public | True
|
| rxtx_factor
| 1.0
|
| OS-FLV-EXT-DATA:ephemeral | 0
|
| disk
| 40
|
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| id
| 4
|
+----------------------------+------------------------------------+

Modifying Flavor Specifications
To change flavor specifications, use the flavor-key subcommand to modify the extra_specs
value.
nova flavor-key flavor action key=value [key=value ...]

flavor

The name or ID of the flavor.

action

set or unset

key=value

The key is the name of the spec. The value is the new value for that spec.
If the action is unset, specify only the key.

$ nova flavor-key 4 set zonecfg:bootargs=-v
$ nova flavor-show 4
+----------------------------+------------------------------------------------+
| Property
| Value
|
+----------------------------+------------------------------------------------+
| name
| Oracle Solaris
|
|
| kernel zone - large
|
| ram
| 16384
|
| OS-FLV-DISABLED:disabled | False
|
| vcpus
| 16
|
| extra_specs
| {u'zonecfg:brand':
|
|
|
u'solaris-kz', u'zonecfg:bootargs': u'-v'} |
| swap
|
|
| os-flavor-access:is_public | True
|
| rxtx_factor
| 1.0
|
| OS-FLV-EXT-DATA:ephemeral | 0
|
| disk
| 40
|
| id
| 4
|
+----------------------------+------------------------------------------------+

The following properties are supported in both kernel zones and non-global zones:
■

zonecfg:bootargs

■

zonecfg:brand

■

zonecfg:hostid

The following properties are supported only in non-global zones:
■

zonecfg:file-mac-profile

■

zonecfg:fs-allowed

■

zonecfg:limitpriv
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Other zone configuration properties are not supported in OpenStack. See the zonecfg(1M) man
page for information about these zone configuration properties.
Use the sc_profile key to specify a system configuration profile:
$ nova flavor-key 4 set sc_profile=/system/volatile/profile/sc_profile.xml

The nova flavor-key command enables you to modify or add only extra_specs values. To
modify other specifications of an existing flavor, such as the amount of RAM, you must delete
the flavor and create a modified flavor with the same name. For information about deleting and
creating flavors, see the OpenStack Admin User Guide.

Managing Images
A virtual machine image, or image, is a single file that contains a virtual disk that has a bootable
operating system installed on it. An image provides a template for virtual machine file systems.
In addition to the dashboard, you can use the glance and nova command-line clients or the
Image Service and Compute APIs to manage images.

Displaying Information About Images
The nova image-list command displays a list of available images. You will use the name or
ID of the image when you create a VM instance.
$ nova image-list
+--------------------------------------+-------------------------+--------+--------+
| ID
| Name
| Status | Server |
+--------------------------------------+-------------------------+--------+--------+
| e422aae1-b0ba-618c-85d3-a214059800e2 | Solaris Kernel Zone
| ACTIVE |
|
| e82aa857-ec92-4859-f530-deb89274863e | Solaris Non-global Zone | ACTIVE |
|
+--------------------------------------+-------------------------+--------+--------+

The glance image-list command displays additional information, including the disk format,
container format, and image size:
$ glance image-list --human-readable

The nova image-show and glance image-show commands show more information about a
specified image:
$ nova image-show 'Solaris Kernel Zone'
+--------------------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property
| Value
|
+--------------------------+--------------------------------------+
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| OS-EXT-IMG-SIZE:size
| 1547458560
|
| created
| 2014-06-29T15:40:49Z
|
| id
| e422aae1-b0ba-618c-85d3-a214059800e2 |
| metadata architecture
| x86_64
|
| metadata hypervisor_type | solariszones
|
| metadata vm_mode
| solariszones
|
| minDisk
| 0
|
| minRam
| 0
|
| name
| Solaris Kernel Zone
|
| progress
| 100
|
| status
| ACTIVE
|
| updated
| 2014-06-29T15:40:55Z
|
+--------------------------+--------------------------------------+
$ glance image-show 'Solaris Kernel Zone'
+----------------------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property
| Value
|
+----------------------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property 'architecture'
| x86_64
|
| Property 'hypervisor_type' | solariszones
|
| Property 'vm_mode'
| solariszones
|
| checksum
| b2fc9560c15603c7663326db82d5ddaa
|
| container_format
| bare
|
| created_at
| 2014-06-29T15:40:49.108578
|
| deleted
| False
|
| disk_format
| raw
|
| id
| e422aae1-b0ba-618c-85d3-a214059800e2 |
| is_public
| True
|
| min_disk
| 0
|
| min_ram
| 0
|
| name
| Solaris Kernel Zone
|
| owner
| 7461d4a9f5a64af9a01ae4e84e08c182
|
| protected
| False
|
| size
| 1547458560
|
| status
| active
|
| updated_at
| 2014-06-29T15:40:55.769756
|
+----------------------------+--------------------------------------+

Creating an Image
In Solaris, OpenStack images are Unified Archives and must be running Oracle Solaris 11.2.
Using the archiveadm command, you can create new Unified Archives from global, non-global,
and kernel zones running Oracle Solaris 11.2. Upload the image to the Glance repository for use
with OpenStack.
Your Unified Archive can be either a clone archive or a recovery archive. Create a clone archive
based on the currently active boot environment, or create a recovery archive that includes all
boot environments and system configuration information. A clone archive does not include any
of the system configuration information from the OS instance. For a clone archive, the installers
force reconfiguration or you can provide configuration in a system configuration (SC) profile. A
clone archive also does not include inactive BEs, for example. Use a recovery Unified Archive
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if you want all of a system. For more information about Unified Archives, see Using Unified
Archives for System Recovery and Cloning in Oracle Solaris 11.2.
The following commands capture a Unified Archive of a running non-global zone named
myzone:
global# zonecfg -z myzone create
global# zoneadm -z myzone install
global# zlogin myzone \

'sed /^PermitRootLogin/s/no$/without-password/ \
< /etc/ssh/sshd_config > /system/volatile/sed.$$ ; \
cp /system/volatile/sed.$$ /etc/ssh/sshd_config'
global# archiveadm create -z myzone /var/tmp/myzone.uar

You can also create an OpenStack image by creating a snapshot of an existing VM instance.
Use the nova image-create command to create an image by taking a snapshot of a running
VM instance.
In addition to creating an image to use to create VM instances, you might want to use custom
images for data backups or to rescue a VM instance. A rescue image is a special type of image
that is booted when a VM instance is placed into rescue mode. A rescue image enables an
administrator to mount the file systems for the VM instance to correct the problem.

Adding an Image to the Image Store
The OpenStack image service, Glance, provides storage, discovery, registration, and delivery
services for disk and server images. A registry server is an image service that provides image
metadata information to clients. The image cache is used by the image service to obtain images
on the local host rather than re-downloading them from the image server each time an image is
requested.
The following command uploads the Unified Archive created in the previous section to the
Glance repository. Use raw as the format type. Be sure to specify the architecture property.
global# glance image-create --container-format bare --disk-format raw \

--is-public true --name "Oracle Solaris 11.2 x86 NGZ" \
--property architecture=x86_64 \
--property hypervisor_type=solariszones \
--property vm_mode=solariszones < /var/tmp/myzone.uar

The glance image-create command can upload the image and set all property values at once.
The following script shows how to make sure you upload the image with the architecture
property set to the architecture of the current host:
#!/bin/ksh
# Upload Unified Archive image to glance with proper Solaris decorations
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arch=$(archiveadm info -p $1|grep ^archive|cut -d '|' -f 4)
if [[ "$arch" == "i386" ]]; then
imgarch=x86_64
else
imgarch=sparc64
fi
name=$(basename $1 .uar)
export
export
export
export

OS_USERNAME=glance
OS_PASSWORD=glance
OS_TENANT_NAME=service
OS_AUTH_URL=http://controller-name:5000/v2.0

glance image-create --name $name --container-format bare --disk-format raw --owner service
--file $1 --is-public True --property architecture=$imgarch --property
hypervisor_type=solariszones
--property vm_mode=solariszones --progress

Creating a VM Instance
A flavor, an image, and a network are required to create a VM instance.

How to Create a VM Instance by Using the
Command Line Interface
1.

Select the tenant for which you want to create the new VM instance.
You will need to specify the tenant name or ID in the command to create the VM instance.
$ keystone tenant-list
+----------------------------------+---------+---------+
|
id
| name | enabled |
+----------------------------------+---------+---------+
| 6ea34f7dafa5ce3c9a1b9de659e59d77 | demo | True |
| 0bda9b63b800ca808031a38637d50f3e | service | True |
+----------------------------------+---------+---------+

2.

Select the image from which you want to create the new VM instance.
You will need to specify the image name or ID in the command to create the VM instance. See
“Displaying Information About Images” on page 66 for instructions about how to show
specifications of each image, including the image ID.
If you deploy a non-global zone VM instance that is a lower release level than the global zone,
the VM instance will be automatically upgraded to the global zone release level on install.
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Attempting to deploy a non-global zone VM instance that is a higher release level than the
global zone will fail.
3.

Select a flavor from which you want to create the new VM instance.
Ensure you have a flavor with the specifications you need. Add the required specifications to
a flavor or create a new flavor with the specifications you need. See “Displaying Information
About Flavors” on page 63 for instructions about how to show specifications of each flavor,
including the flavor ID and extra-specs.

4.

Select a network for the new VM instance to use.
You will need to specify the network name or ID in the command to create the VM instance.
If the neutron net-list command does not show a network for the tenant you chose in Step
1, use the neutron net-create command to create a network for this tenant. See OpenStack
Command-Line Interface Reference for details. Note the ID of the network.

5.

Create the instance.
Use the nova boot command to create and boot a compute instance. The imageID is from Step
2, the flavorID is from Step 3, and the nicID is from Step 4. See OpenStack Command-Line
Interface Reference for details.
# nova boot --image imageID --flavor flavorID --nic net-id=nicID

6.

Select a floating IP address for the new VM instance to use.
Use the neutron floatingip-list command to display floating IP addresses for the tenant
you chose in Step 1. If necessary, use the neutron floatingip-create command to create a
floating IP address for this tenant. Note the ID of the floating IP address.

7.

Associate the floating IP address with the new VM instance.
Use the neutron floatingip-associate command to associate the floating IP address from
Step 6 with the new VM instance.
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OpenStack Troubleshooting

This chapter provides the following information:
■
■
■

Issues known in this release
Using log files associated with OpenStack
Investigating and resolving problems

Known Limitations
The following are known issues with OpenStack (Havana 2013.2.3) in Oracle Solaris 11.2:

■

Remote console access to VM instances by using the OpenStack dashboard is not supported.
Instead, use the dashboard to upload an SSH keypair. This keypair will be pushed into the
authorized_keys file for root for that VM instance.
Only Nova nodes running Solaris are fully supported because Neutron supports only a
single plugin for network virtualization.
Currently the Cinder volume attachment is not supported in the non-global zones.
VM instances must be running Oracle Solaris 11.2.
Resizing VM instances is not supported.

■

The nova resize command is not supported. Output from the nova resize command
might say the command completed, but the nova resize-confirm command reports that
the resizing of the instance cannot be confirmed, and the nova show command shows that
the instance is not resized.
VM instance live migration is not supported.

■

The nova live-migration command is not supported.
Cinder backup is not supported.

■

■
■
■

■

The cinder-backup service is installed when you install the cinder package, but the service
is disabled and you should leave it disabled.
On the Launch Instance dialog in the dashboard, only Boot from image is supported
for the Instance Boot Source. On the Project → Images & Snapshots → Actions menu,
CreateVolumeFromImage is not supported. See Solaris OpenStack Horizon customizations
for information about other customizations for the Solaris OpenStack dashboard.
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■

■

VXLAN datalinks are not supported as the value for the external_network_datalink
option in the /etc/neutron/l3_agent.ini file. If you set a VXLAN datalink as the value
for the external_network_datalink option, the Neutron L3 agent fails to create and plumb
a VNIC on the external network.
You must use the command line to modify the quota for a network resource for a project.
The quota for a network resource cannot be modified from Horizon. You can use the
Horizon dashboard to create a project or modify non-network resources of an existing
project. To modify the quota for networks, subnets, ports, routers, or floating IP addresses of
a project, you must use the neutron quota-update command.
Even when you modify a non-network resource, you see the following error message. You
can ignore this message. Contrary to this message, the quota for the non-network resource
has been applied.
Error: Modified project information and members, but unable to modify project quotas.

■

Service status might be reported differently by SMF and by OpenStack.
The following example shows that the nova-cert service is disabled in OpenStack, even
though SMF shows the service as online:
root@c190-133:~# nova service-disable c190-133 nova-cert
+----------+-----------+----------+
| Host
| Binary
| Status |
+----------+-----------+----------+
| c190-133 | nova-cert | disabled |
+----------+-----------+----------+
root@c190-133:~# svcs nova-cert
STATE
STIME
FMRI
online
21:14:11 svc:/application/openstack/nova/nova-cert:default

■

The neutron-l3-agent SMF service goes into maintenance when it is restarted.
Workaround: Restart the ipfilter service and clear the neutron-l3-agent.
network# svcadm restart ipfilter:default
network# svcadm clear neutron-l3-agent:default

■

The default gateway for the Network node is removed in certain setups.
If the IP address of the Network node is derived from the external_network address
space, and if you use the neutron router-gateway-clear command to remove the
external_network from the provider_router, the default gateway for the Network node is
deleted and the Network node is inaccessible.
network# neutron router-gateway-clear router_UUID

Workaround: Connect to the Network node through the console and add the default gateway
again.
■
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When a large number of instances (for example, 10 or more) are created concurrently, the
nova list command stops working for a period of time with the following error message:
$ nova list
ERROR: The server has either erred or is incapable of performing the
requested operation. (HTTP 500) (Request-ID:
req-0ad63452-6753-c9fc-8275-e80604d42569)

Horizon is also unable to find the instances.
The cause of this problem is that the Nova sqlite database gets locked up. After some time,
the database catches up, and nova list and Horizon function as expected.
Workaround: Use the MySQL database instead of sqlite. See “How to Configure the
Compute Node” on page 47.

Examining Log Files
SMF services and various Solaris processes produce log files where you can look for error
messages or gather more information about messages that were displayed on the screen. SMF
service log files contain valuable debugging information.
Depending on the problem, log files for the nova-compute, nova-scheduler, and neutronserver SMF services are often helpful. Use the svcs -L command to find the name of an SMF
service log file.
$ svcs -L neutron-server
/var/svc/log/application-openstack-neutron-neutron-server:default.log

As a privileged user, you can use the svcs -Lv command to view the log file for the service.
# svcs -Lv neutron-server

The svcs -xv command shows the state of the service as well as the name of the log file.
$ svcs -xv neutron-server
svc:/application/openstack/neutron/neutron-server:default (OpenStack Neutron Network Service)
State: online since Fri Jul 25 12:11:16 2014
See: /var/svc/log/application-openstack-neutron-neutron-server:default.log
Impact: None.

In addition to SMF service log files, OpenStack services produce log files, and many Solaris
processes have their own log files. Some OpenStack services log information under their
OpenStack service name in the /var/log directory. For example, OpenStack image store log
files are in /var/log/glance. If you are having problems with creating and booting a VM
instance, look in the /var/log/zones directory.
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Most OpenStack configuration files are under the OpenStack service name in the /etc
directory. For example, OpenStack networking configuration files are in /etc/neutron.
Configuration files for Horizon are in /etc/openstack_dashboard.
To receive more information in the log file for an OpenStack service, set the verbose option
in the configuration file for that service. The configuration file might already have the
verbose option set to false or commented out. Uncomment or add the verbose option and
set verbose=true. You can similarly set debug=true in the configuration file to see more
output from operations affected by that configuration file. See tables of configuration options
in “Common Configuration Parameters for OpenStack” in Getting Started with OpenStack
on Oracle Solaris 11.2 and in the OpenStack Configuration Reference on the OpenStack
documentation site.
Similar to setting debug=true in a configuration file, individual OpenStack service commands
can take a --debug option.
Assume the appropriate RBAC profile to view OpenStack service log files or to use the pfedit
command to modify OpenStack service configuration files. The following profiles can be
assigned:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

OpenStack Block Storage Management
OpenStack Compute Management
OpenStack Identity Management
OpenStack Image Management
OpenStack Network Management
OpenStack Object Storage Management
OpenStack Management

Investigating and Resolving Problems
The svcs -x command with no service name shows any services that are in the maintenance
state. Use the svcs command on all OpenStack nodes to ensure that all required services are in
the online state. If a required service is not in the online state, check log files as discussed in
“Examining Log Files” on page 73.
For general help fixing problems with SMF services, see “Troubleshooting Services Problems”
in Managing System Services in Oracle Solaris 11.2.
If your problem might be a network issue, run the evsadm command on all nodes.
If you have problems successfully completing an operation while using the OpenStack
dashboard, try the same operation on the command line. You might receive a more helpful error
message on the command line. Check whether the command has a verbose output option.
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Investigating and Resolving Problems

If you are having a problem in a node other than the Controller node, run some simple
commands such as nova list on the command line on that node to verify that the node is able
to communicate with the Controller node.

OpenStack Installation and Configuration
This section discusses errors that you might encounter when you install and configure
OpenStack.

Dashboard Errors
If you see “Unauthorized” error messages such as the following messages, check whether the
RSA host key has been changed.
Error:
Error:
Error:
Error:

Unauthorized:
Unauthorized:
Unauthorized:
Unauthorized:

Unable
Unable
Unable
Unable

to
to
to
to

retrieve
retrieve
retrieve
retrieve

usage information.
quota information.
project list information.
instance list information.

VM Instance Installation and Configuration
The issues discussed in this section are specifically related to VM instances.

VM Instance Is in an Error State
One reason a VM instance can be in an error state is that you tried to install a VM instance that
is a different architecture from the host system. In this case, you might not receive an error
message that specifically indicates an architecture mismatch. To avoid this problem, make sure
you correctly set the architecture property of the image when you upload the image to the
glance image store. When you use Horizon to upload an image, you must set properties on the
image after the upload. Alternatively, you can use the command line to upload the image and set
property values in one glance image-create command. See “Adding an Image to the Image
Store” on page 68 for an example.

VM Instance Property Values Do Not Match Zone Property
Values
Some of the information that OpenStack reports about a VM instance does not match the
information that Solaris reports about the corresponding zone. Information displayed in Horizon
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or displayed by the nova command might not match information displayed by the zoneadm
command or other Solaris commands.
Name

The name of a VM instance as shown in Horizon or as shown by the
nova list command is the name that you assigned when you created the
instance, such as example-instance. The name of the zone shown by the
zoneadm list command is similar to instance-00000001. Use the nova
show command to determine which zone is associated with which VM
instance. In the nova show output, the value of the OS-EXT-SRV-ATTR:
instance_name property is the name of the zone, and the value of the
name property is the name of the VM instance.

UUID

The UUID of a VM instance as shown in Horizon or as shown by the
nova show command does not match the UUID of the same zone as
shown by the zoneadm list -p command. The UUID that the zoneadm
command shows is a different identifier from the identifier used for
Nova.

CPUs

The number of VCPUs for a VM instance as shown in Horizon is the
number of capped CPUs that are virtualized only to the extent of how
many fractional CPUs can be used by the instance. This number does
not provide observability inside the instance of what was capped. The
psrinfo command reports the dedicated CPUs allocated to the zone.

Memory

The amount of memory for a VM instance as shown in Horizon might be
different from the amount of memory that the prtconf command shows
when you are logged into that VM instance. Horizon shows the amount
of memory specified by the flavor used to create the VM instance. The
prtconf command reports all of system memory.

Storage

The amount of storage for a VM instance as shown in Horizon might be
different from the amount of storage shown when you are logged into
that VM instance, unless the VM instance is a non-global zone using
Zones on Shared Storage (ZOSS).

Dismantling Networks
If you encounter problems with configuring Neutron on the network node and might need to
dismantle the configuration to start over, follow this procedure. Depending on which point you
need to start undoing the configuration, follow the sequence as provided in the procedure.

How to Remove the Network Configuration on Neutron
1.
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2.

a.

Disassociate all floating IP addresses.

b.

Remove all floating IP addresses.

On a terminal window, type the following commands:
# neutron router-gateway-clear router-id external-network-id
# neutron router-interface-delete router-id subnet-id

a.

To remove the router gateway interface, type the following command:
# neutron router-gateway-interface-delete router-id external-network-id

b.

To remove the remaining router interfaces, type the following command:
# neutron router-interface-delete router-id subnet-id

3.

Perform the following on the Horizon dashboard.
a.

Terminate all VM instances.

b.

Delete the subnets.
If problems occur while deleting subnets, refer to “How to Remove
Vports” on page 77.

c.

Delete the network.

How to Remove Vports
Use this procedure if problems occur that prevent you from deleting subnets.
1.

Determine which vports are currently in use.
# evsadm

2.

Reset the vports being used.
# evsadm reset-vport vport

3.

Remove the vports.
# evsadm delete-vport vport
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